
Project CardDabble
Box Blackout Poetry

What you’ll need . . .  » Old books or magazines
 » Scrap paper

 » Pencil
 » Drawing supplies

Writing poetry can seem intimidating, but it doesn’t have to be! Blackout poetry is a great introduction 
to playing around with poetry in a fun format. Blackout poems can be created from pages out of old 
newspapers, magazines, or even books. Poets begin with a page of text and isolate individual words 
or short phrases to create their found-word poem. Although the poet is restricted by the words already 
present on the page, blackout poetry is quite flexible in its form. Try experimenting with tone (e.g. silly  
or whimsical), format (e.g. free verse, haiku), illustrations, and more. 

1 
Choose an old book or newspaper page with which to work. 
Skim the chosen page and note any “anchor” words. An anchor 
word is one that is appealing to you or stands out in some way. 
Anchor words could be nouns, verbs, adjectives, etc. There is no 
right or wrong anchor word; it’s up to the poet!

2
With a pencil, lightly underline or circle anchor words. Next, 
lightly mark any other words or phrases that speak to you or 
connect to the anchor word in some way. Try to avoid marking 
more than three or four words in line of text.
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3 Copy the marked words or phrases onto a separate piece of 
scratch paper. Be sure to list words or phrases in the order they 
appear on your original page from left to right, top to bottom.

4
Begin composing your poem from your list of found words. 
Keep in mind that you will be able to blackout parts of words, 
from beginnings to endings. If you run out of inspiration, go 
back to your original page and select more words.

5 
On your original page, use a marker to circle the words of your 
finished poem. Remember to erase any exploratory pencil 
marks from step two. At this point, you can either leave your 
page bare or add illustrations. Try adding a drawing that ties 
into your poem or blacking out any unused words on the page 
with a marker. Be careful not to cover your chosen words with an 
illustration or marker. Sign your blackout poem and you’re done!


